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Executive Summary 
                       

“… Recruiting and retaining effective school leaders is much more  

nuanced than a simple story of numbers and shortages; rather it involves 

understanding and identifying the attributes of effective school leaders  

across very diverse environments…” 

                                                        - Lankford, et al, p. A-3 

 
  
INTRODUCTION 
As the roles of school leaders become more complex, identifying ways to recruit, train and retain 

effective school leaders has become a priority throughout our nation.  In an effort to meet this 

challenge, the New York State School Administrators Consortium (NYSSAC) was created to 

advocate for policies that impact education throughout the State.   

 

The document that follows discusses the data compiled from a survey and focus groups conducted 

by NYSSAC in the fall of 2007, and a review of related professional literature.  

 

NYSSAC commissioned this research in an effort to develop a set of thoughtful recommendations 

about how to improve the training and retention of quality school leaders, as well as explore their 

professional motivations and the challenges they face on a daily basis. 

 

The following summary of the full text includes key findings of the survey and excerpts from the 

literature review.   

 
 
PRIORITIES 
NYSSAC focused on areas which impact on recruitment and retention strategies.  Questions in the 

survey and during focus group sessions centered around three concepts: 

 

• The availability, quality, and effectiveness of professional development for school 

administrators;  

 

• How school administrators view the importance of mentoring and professional learning 

communities to their success as building leaders; and 

 

• The need for assistant principals and the role they play in supporting the efforts of the 

building leader. 
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DEFINING QUALITY SCHOOL LEADERSHIP 
During the course of our focus groups and within the survey, participants discussed and defined 

"quality school leadership". There were several reoccurring themes: 

 

• Quality leaders have "a common mission, a common vision, and a common language that 

allows an entire school to be effective".   

 

• Quality leaders have "compassion, integrity, passion and knowledge". They can "motivate, 

inspire and manage human and financial resources to improve instruction and student 

learning".   

 

• Quality leaders "can create an environment that fosters honest, open communication 

between all constituents and have the ability to improve student achievement without 

being overwhelmed by outside pressures".  

 
 
THE NEED FOR APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY SUPPORT 
Repeatedly throughout our conversations and within the context of the survey, participants kept 

referring to the complexities of their jobs. When asked how they view their roles as building 

administrators,  

 

• 91.4% of the NYSSAC survey respondents said their roles are more or much more 

complicated than they had been, and  

 

• 67.2% feel that their "job responsibilities are more than one person can manage".   

 

When asked to further break down their specific responsibilities, respondents to the survey stated 

that they spend the majority of their time on matters related to curriculum & instruction, 

including:  

• guiding and motivating teachers;  

• instructional supervision;  

• curriculum development;  

• observations/evaluations; and 

• data analysis.   

 

Respondents also said that improving student achievement, meeting the needs of all learners, and 

hiring qualified personnel were among the most challenging parts of their jobs.  
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These findings are consistent with findings from previous research undertaken by the Stanford 

Education Leadership Institute and the University of the State of New York, to name a few, and 

the views espoused by other specialists in the field of educational administration. 

 

Further, the necessity of having Assistant Principals was a topic of discussion. Twenty-five 

percent of the NYSSAC respondents responded that a "sufficient supervisory cabinet" is critical to 

their success as building leader" and more than 53% said that school based administrators are the 

"most" or "second most" helpful school based personnel to them.   

 

Interestingly, when assistant principals were asked about their aspirations to become principal, 

only 32.3% said will seek that career path, although 78.4% feel qualified to do so.  Seventy percent 

said their decision is based on the fact that the demands of the principalship are just too great.   

 

 

THE NEED FOR  
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & NETWORKING 
Several questions on the NYSSAC survey dealt with the quality and effectiveness of 

administrative/supervisory preparation initiatives.  When asked to individually rate the value of 

six initiatives, from least to most valuable:  

• 72.2% felt that mentoring is a valuable support;  

• 64% felt that internships are a valuable component, and  

• 89.8% felt that previous experience is an important element.  

 

Key to the effectiveness of professional development is identifying those areas in which building 

leaders feel the least well-versed. Some NYSSAC respondents said they did not feel adequately 

prepared in the effective use of technology; school budgeting; education law; and special 

education compliance and monitoring issues. The need for in-service support for new and 

prospective administrators was also a concern. Research by Public Agenda and the University of 

Albany had similar results. 

 

Going a step further with the concept of mentoring, 

 

• 49% stated that mentoring and professional development would be among the most 

effective support systems for the aspiring and newly appointed administrators.  

 

When asked about professional learning communities, NYSSAC respondents stated that these are 

"a way to create collegiality, to create opportunities where people can exchange best practices". 

These results were supported by previous research conducted by the Wallace Foundation, CSA, 

Public Agenda and SAANYS. 
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When asked for specific information on the nature of professional development opportunities,  

• 55% of respondents stated that they do attend professional development; and 

• 65% feel that the professional development they attended was of high quality.  

 

That professional development should focus on particular schools and not be a "cookie cutter 

approach" was repeatedly mentioned in focus groups. These results, once again, were not unlike 

those of previous studies.  

 

 

JOB SATISFACTION 

In spite of increased demands put upon them,  

• 68% of NYSSAC respondents stated that they would choose this career path again, and  

 

• 84% said that they are "very" or "somewhat" satisfied with their positions.   

 

 

IMPLICATIONS 
Previous research has stated more than once that "recruiting and retaining educational leaders 

will be a significant challenge as frustration with the role continues to mount". That 42% of the 

NYSSAC respondents have fewer than three years experience as a building leader and 70% have 

fewer than five years, and so few assistant principals are seeking to move up the administrative 

career ladder, "the need to focus on strategies that will attract and retain a strong, diverse pool of 

highly qualified candidates for the principalship" is critical. 

 

This speaks to the essence of school leadership and the urgency to identify strategies aimed at 

attracting a strong, diverse pool of candidates for the principalship.  “In the great scheme of 

things, schools may be relatively small organizations, but their leadership challenges are far from 

small or simple”. (“Making Sense of Leading Schools”, p. 5)  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based upon the results of the NYSSAC survey, findings during focus groups, other related 

research, and the professional literature, the following are recommendations that would help 

school districts meet the challenges of recruiting, training and retaining effective school leaders. 

 

Retaining Effective Leaders 

• Identify and explore ways to recognize the accomplishments of building leaders whose 

students excel academically and socially, and whose schools exemplify the goals of our 

education system. 

 

• Identify ways to reduce the amount of paperwork required of building leaders to allow 

them to focus on their primary task- improving student achievement. 

 

• Identify ways to provide financial resources to support the position of  assistant principal 

whose expertise is so critical to the building leader’s efforts to achieve the school’s 

mission, including the improvement of student achievement 

 

 

Training Effective School Leaders  

• Support the development of professional learning communities which provide the 

opportunity for building leaders to meet regularly with their colleagues.  Networking 

would allow participants to collaborate, to share best practices and to offer emotional and 

social support to one another. 

 

• Identify, through a needs assessment, topics of interest and concern to the building 

leader, which are school specific and support both his vision and the school’s mission.   

 

• Provide professional development opportunities that are useful resources to building 

leaders because they reflect school specific goals and leader-specific interests and needs. 

 

• Identify site-based and central office (district office) personnel who have expertise in 

specific areas, e.g. school law, curriculum, technology, budgeting, who would serve as 

professional development workshop presenters and facilitators.  

 

• Encourage central office (district office) administrators to provide easy access for 

building leaders to participate in professional development activities. 
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Recruitment of Quality School Leaders  

• Evaluate supervisory preparation initiatives (pre-service professional development, 

university programs, internships, etc.) with respect to the training and support they offer 

to prospective building leaders.  Modify, adapt and change the structure of these 

initiatives to better prepare these individuals for the challenges and demands they will 

face as building leaders. 

 

• Explore the demands and complexities of the position of building leader to determine 

how to best support and encourage prospective administrators to pursue this career path, 

and seasoned administrators to remain in their positions. 

 

• Provide mentoring opportunities for newly appointed building leaders. These mentors, 

who would be experienced school administrators, would offer not only their expertise to 

newcomers to the field, but their emotional and social support as well.  

 

• Provide in-service support for newly appointed building leaders to prevent these new 

leaders from becoming overwhelmed by the complexities of the position. 

 

• Provide pre-service support for certified building leaders to encourage them to apply for 

administrative positions. 

 

• Identify individuals who have strong leadership skills, to encourage them to pursue a 

career as building leader. 
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Section I:   Introduction & Background 
 

"Leadership is vital to the success of school reform. 

The task of school leadership is to create and sustain 

conditions that enable all students and teachers to 

reach the higher learning standard." 

- New York State Blue Ribbon Panel on School Leadership 

 

 

As the role of school leader has become more complex, identifying ways to recruit and retain 

effective leaders has become a priority for schools throughout our nation, although there has been 

little research "… on the pool of potential administrators and how to recruit well-qualified 

individuals to leadership positions."  (Langford, et al, p. A-5). 

 

Recently, in an attempt to meet this challenge in New York State, the NYS School Administrators 

Consortium (NYSSAC) was created to advocate for policies that impact education throughout 

New York State.  

 

NYSSAC, which joined the New York State Federation of School Administrators (NYSFAS) and 

the School Administrators Association of New York State (SAANYS), conducted a statewide 

online survey on the role of building leaders.   

 

Amongst the areas of concern addressed in the survey were:  

 

• The availability, quality and effectiveness of professional development for administrators;  

 

• How administrators view the importance of mentoring  and professional learning 

communities to their success as building leader; 

 

• The need for supervisory support, specifically assistant principals, and the role they play 

in supporting the efforts of the building leader. 

 

The survey was distributed to approximately 12,000 administrators in New York State; more than 

2200 participated, and 55 of New York State’s 62 counties had at least one administrator 

participate. The youngest was 26 (an Assistant Principal) and the oldest was 78 (a Principal).  The 

female to male ratio was 66.4% female to 33.6% male. 
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Further  disaggregating data on the survey participants: 

• 41.5% were Principals 

• 44.4% were Assistant Principals or Vice Principals, and  

• 14.1% were District Administrators, Supervisors, Directors or “Other”.  

 

Participants work in a variety of settings: 

• 30.2%, Elementary schools   

• 23.0%, High schools   

• 15.5%, Middle schools   

• 10.2%, Regional/District offices   

• 7.7%, K-8 schools   

• 4.9%, 6-12 schools   

• 4.8%, K-12 schools   

• 3.9%, Alternative schools  

 

The size of school settings vary greatly: 

• Greater than 1,500 students:  18.1%  

• 1,000-1,500 students:  17.0%  

• 500 – 1,000 students:  36.3%  

• Fewer than 500 students:  23.7%  

• Does not apply:  5.0%  

 

In terms of longevity: 

• 60.3% said they have been in their current assignment 5 years or less; 

• 29.2% said they have been in their current assignment between 6 and 10 years, and  

• 11.5% have been in their current assignments more than 10 years. 

• 15.7% have been working in public education for 30 or more years. 

 

In addition to the survey, several focus groups were conducted around the State, at which time 

participants were given the opportunity to discuss, informally, several of the issues referred to in 

the survey itself- "Focus groups allow for an in-depth, qualitative exploration of the dynamics 

underlying attitudes toward complex issues." (Public Agenda- “Rolling Up Our Sleeves”, p. 48). 

 

During the course of this report, quotes from administrators serve to add context to a particular 

topic and allow the reader to better understand the thoughts and ideas of those in the field. 
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Section II:   Defining Quality School Leadership 
 

"A good leader is a person who is trustworthy, respectful of all positions from small to 

large, asks questions, is constantly learning, is willing to admit when they're wrong and 

has a sense of humor.  They are the captain, the cheerleader, the coach, the custodian, 

the firefighter, the police officer and the nurse." 

- Principal of a Monroe County Alternative School 

  

“A leader that has a clear vision, but creates that vision with the help of the staff and the 

needs of the students in mind. Someone who is well-educated and who is a life-long 

learner that continues to improve their skills. Someone who is strong and has high 

expectations, but who is compassionate caring and realistic.” 

- An Assistant Principal in Brooklyn 

 

"Quality school leadership is the ability to work with and motivate 

an entire school community to help each and every child to succeed.” 

- Assistant Principal of a Brooklyn K-8 School 

 

“The climate of the school tells all who enter all you need to know." 

- Principal of an Erie County Elementary School 

 

 

Before evaluating and assessing recruitment and retention strategies, the term "effective school 

leadership" has to be defined.  Then, the roles of school leaders in the 21st century need to be 

identified. Once this is accomplished, we can move forward with the task at hand. 

 

The term "principal" emanates from the term "principal teacher"- the assumption was that the 

"principal" was more skilled and knew more than anyone else in his building, and he would 

therefore "guide others in how to teach." (Hoerr, p. 84). 

 

Today, however, the skills required by members of society are dramatically different from those 

required of the citizenry more than three centuries ago, when the American school system was 

first developed.  

 

And, too, the traits required today of an effective school leader are different than they had been 

during the colonial, agricultural and industrial eras.  Yet, what is expected of a "principal" has not 

changed -he/she must be "a visionary, offering direction and expertise to ensure that students 

learn." (Ibid) 
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"Quality school leadership is leadership guided by common vision/goal and common 

desire to find the ways to best insure the academic success of the school clientele.  It is 

democratic in nature, with shared authority, responsibility and accountability."    

 - A High School Assistant Principal  

 

"Quality school leadership is demonstrated by mature, responsible personnel who take 

the initiative over and over again, and who look to improve every aspect of their school 

community.  Leaders work with others, not alone." 

     - A High School Principal 

 

In 2004, the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NAASP) stated that the 

effective principal maintains a vision, direction and focus for student learning. (Portin, et al, p.1)   

 

Other professional literature (Connecticut State Board of Education,. p. 2) states that effective 

educational leaders:  

• have high expectations for the school community and implement programs accordingly; 

• build a shared vision and move others to act on that vision; 

• build a collaborative community;  

• use continuous, open communication;  

• delegate authority;  

• are risk takers,  

• support new initiatives directed toward student achievement; and  

• engage in shared decision-making  

 

During our various focus groups around the state, the observations were similar:  

 

“Effective leadership means “being able to let go, and having faith in the 

people around you”.  

   

“It involves understanding your individual school is a community - a   

 family” 

 

 “It is about meeting the needs of “one struggling student or that parent  

who really needs you”.   

 

 “You have to be a leader, a manager, a psychiatrist, a mediator, a   

 friend, an educator, a delegator”. 

 

 “It’s whatever is needed at the moment” 
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Researchers Spillane, Halverson and Diamond said that leadership is the ability to identify, 

acquire, allocate and coordinate the use of social, material, and cultural resources necessary to 

establish the conditions for student learning. (Spillane, et al, p.24). 

 

In a document titled “Growing Tomorrow's Leaders Today”, prepared by the New York State 

Board of Regents and New York State Education Department, it was said that "Effective 

leadership is at the core of every successful organization".    

 

Moreover, effective leaders "recognize their own strengths and attract competent people to 

enhance the organization's capabilities." Specifically, they said effective school leaders:  

• set high standards and strengthen instructional programs for all learners;  

• focus on achievement data and "measure success in terms of positive student outcomes"; 

• "engage in long-term planning";  

• participate in shared decision making,  

• develop relationships that are built on mutual trust;  

• collaborate with other members of the school community to create a shared vision which 

everyone strives to achieve; and  

• establish an environment in which everyone is encouraged to reach his potential   

(New York State Board of Regents, p. 3). 

 

The Thomas B. Fordham Institute, with support from the Broad Foundation, prepared a 

“Manifesto” on public school leadership which stated that:  

 

“Among the essential qualities that any leader must have are energy, a sense of 

direction and a determination to succeed that inspires others to perform.  A leader may 

not possess every skill or expertise needed to perform every task in the organization …” 

but must “define a goal and direct the institution’s effort toward its realization” 

 (Better Leaders for America’s Schools, p. 27 ).  

 

The “Manifesto” added several components to the definition of the effective school leader.  These 

include a leader’s: political awareness; ability to align the curriculum with state standards; 

managerial competence; knowledge of budgeting; and most important, willingness to work long 

hours, attend to myriad details, make important on- the- spot decisions and withstand pressures 

from one’s superiors and the entire school community (Ibid, p. 29).   

 

In recent years, many sets of leadership standards have been created to serve as “a starting place 

in defining a highly qualified leader (Education Commission of the States, p. 1). Standards were 

developed by the ISLLC, NAESP, ELCC, SREB and McREL.   
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In a “crosswalk” developed by the Education Commission of the States, it was found that all of the 

standards fit into several categories, including: developing and articulating a vision; strategic 

decisions making and implementation; creating a culture of learning; using data effectively;  

understanding curriculum and instruction; communicating effectively and honestly with staff, 

students, and community members” (Ibid, p. 2). 

 
 
THE ROLES OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERS 
That “Effective leadership is at the core of every successful organization” (New York State Board 

of Regents, p. 3) has been stated more than once in the literature on school leadership. In fact, the 

No Child Left Behind legislation states that “…great schools are not apt to flourish unless led by 

great principals” (Better Leaders for America’s Schools, p. 21). But what does that translate to in 

terms of leadership roles? 

 

Several educational research teams have looked at the roles played by educational leaders in the 

current milieu. All agree that “… the role of principal has swelled to include a staggering array of 

professional tasks and competencies” (Davis, et al, p. 3).  This is in direct response to the  needs of 

our youth, who, in order to compete economically as adults, must be “prepared to effectively use 

technology; interact in a diverse world with a global economy; make informed, ethical decisions 

based on a rapidly expanding knowledge base; and engage in lifelong learning” (Connecticut State 

Board of Education,  p.1).   

 

The Center on Reinventing Public Education identified seven key leadership roles in schools: 

• Instructional (assuring quality of teaching and learning);  

• Cultural (guiding the climate and traditions of the school);  

• Managerial (overseeing the day to day operations of the school); 

• Human resources (recruiting and retaining quality educators); 

• Strategic (ensuring the vision and mission of the school are achieved);  

• External development (building strong community relations);  

• Micro-political (building culture and politics)   

(Portin, et al, p. 2 and Reinventing Public Education, p. 5) 

 

In 2006, Public Agenda wrote, “It would be hard to deny that school leaders face enormous 

challenges.  They are charged with raising academic standards, closing achievement gaps between 

minority and white students, improving teaching, and making sure American students are 

prepared for a rapidly changing world.” (Public Agenda; “Reality Check”, p. .21) 

 

The Stanford Educational Leadership Institute went a step further when it stated that principals 

need to be educational visionaries; experts in curriculum, instruction and assessment; 
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disciplinarians; public relations experts; budget analysts as well as “facility managers, special 

program administrators … and guardians of various legal, contractual, and policy mandates and 

initiatives.” (Davis, etc al, p. 3)   

 

And Gorton, Alston and Snowden, in their book School Leadership and Administration preface 

their comments on the roles of building leaders today when they say school principals “are facing 

huge challenges from many directions … and are expected to carry out their duties and fulfill 

multiple roles-both new and traditional ones- and do them all well.”  They state that building 

leaders must “excel as instructional leaders and at the same time serve as overall school 

managers…” (Gorton, et al, p.xii).   
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Section III:  Supervisory Support 

 

"Recruiting and retaining educational leaders will be a significant 

challenge as frustration with the role continues to mount.” 

- Public Agenda    (#18, p. 2) 

 

 

“Historically, assistant principals were a phenomenon of secondary schools at the turn of the 

century born of the need to manage increasingly larger enrollments in consolidated schools…. The 

position grew out of need and expediency rather than clear and thoughtful planning” (Marshall, et 

al, p. 2)  

 

Today, assistant principals are critical in education organizations.  “Their day is a microcosm 

representing the array of issues that arise when children bring society inside the school’s walls” 

(Ibid, p. 3).  They are part of the administrative team to handle day to day classroom observations 

and instruction; they handle the most difficult disciplinary problems; they serve as mediator 

when conflicts arise among members of the school community. In many schools, they perform 

many of the same tasks as principals- dealing with issues of school management, student 

activities and services, community relations, personnel & curriculum and instruction (Ibid, p. 4).     

  

An assistant principal is expected to have knowledge of laws, regulations, and policies governing 

education in the state an county; knowledge of curriculum and instructional programs and 

practices for the appropriate grade level; willingness to learn budgetary and supervisory 

responsibilities; skills to work with people in an effective manner; knowledge of scheduling and 

supervision; ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; ability to plan, organize and 

prioritize; ability to use data in the decision-making process.  

 

While it is true that a “school’s principal is responsible for its instructional leadership, along with 

much else … that does not mean the principal must be the best teacher or ‘principal teacher’ in the 

school” (Better Leaders for America’s Schools, p. 23).  His effectiveness is in his ability to 

delegate authority and work with administrative teams; his ability to recognize that “members of 

the team possess a great many crucial abilities and forms of expertise, instruction foremost 

among them”; and his belief that his success will “hinge on a team effort that goes beyond a single 

education ‘superhero’ who does it all.”  (Ibid).   

 

In short, assistant principals play a major role in the achievement of a common goal- that of 

student learning (Connecticut State Board of Education, p. 1) and principals who work with their 

assistant principals “could multiply, not just supplement their effectiveness” (Marshall, et al, p. 

20).       
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During focus group discussions, Principals talked about  Assistant Principals and said 

“Supervisory support provides you a lifeline”; “provides you with a network of colleagues who 

validate what you are doing”; gives you the time to “focus on what we are really about, and that’s 

teaching and learning”.  

 

“A principal working alongside assistant principals in the trenches…creates an 

environment of shared decision-making and problem –solving”  

Moxley et al, p. 21 

 

According to recent research, although there is a sufficient pool of administrative candidates, 

many potential candidates are not seeking administrative positions.  In addition, there is 

reference to “a graying of the principalship” because so many principals are at least 50 years of 

age and may be retiring within the next 5 years.   

 

Other research findings indicate there would be a 20% increase in the number of administrative 

openings by 2008 because of an increase in the number of retirements amongst school 

administrators. Fifty percent of the respondents on the NYSSAC survey said they plan to retire by 

2015. As a result of these data, many districts have been seeking to “cultivate assistant principals 

… as the next generation of leadership at the school… level” (Togneri, et al, p. 40).    

 

The assistant principal’s position is critical because “it is a frequent entry level position for 

administrative careers” and serving as an assistant principal allows one to observe and interact 

with supervisors and to learn “the behaviors necessary for professional advancement” (Marshall, 

et al, p. 2 ).   
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School Leaders on School Leadership: In their Words 
 

When asked to define "quality school leadership", respondents to the NYSSAC survey and 

discussions during the focus groups echoed the views of educational researchers.  

Respondents' answers focused on: 

 

• student learning • a shared vision • instructional 

leadership 

• open lines of 

communication   

• risk-taking • active listening 

• commitment & 

dedication  

• being a change agent • collaboration & shared 

decision-making 

           

Respondents said quality leaders have the ability to “facilitate effective teaching and learning to 

increase student achievement”; have “compassion, integrity, passion, knowledge”; have “the 

ability to motivate, inspire, and manage human and financial resources to improve curriculum, 

instruction, and student learning”;  “create an environment that fosters honest, open 

communication between all constituents”; have “the ability to improve student achievement 

without being overwhelmed by outside pressures”.  

 

Quality leadership is about “a common mission, a common vision, and a common language that 

allows an entire school to be effective.  It is also important for everyone to listen carefully and to 

communicate objectively”.   

 

Focus group participants added that leadership means “being able to let go and have faith in the 

people around you and also to develop leadership qualities in some of the people that work with 

and/or for you”.   

 

Effective leadership “involves understanding that your individual school is a community- a 

family- where you create a feeling of mutual respect and have a little fun together”.  
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How Do NYS School Leaders View Their Roles? 
 
 
Several questions raised in the NYSSAC survey looked at how respondents view their roles as 

building administrators.  Consistent with previously cited research, 91.4% said that their roles are 

"much more" or "more" complicated than they had been: 

 

 

 
 
 
Furthermore, 67.2% of respondents "strongly agree" or "agree" that their "job responsibilities are 

more than one person can manage effectively".  

 

Focus group participants supported this view when they stated that building leaders need “more 

quality time to focus on what we are really about, and that’s teaching and learning”.  “The role of 

building administrator is so complex and varied that most people do not realize the extent…” 

 

“We're the middle managers so we get hit from every side.  You've got students,  

you've got parents, you have teachers, you have support personnel, you have central 

office staff, you have the board of education, you have the media.  So you get hit. 

Everyone’s threatening legal action and everyone's in everyone's face. Respect 

for education as a whole has eroded.”  - Focus group participant 
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Participants were also asked to rate 16 separate job responsibilities as to which is more 

challenging. The top five responsibilities respondents told us were the MOST challenging were: 

 

• Meeting the needs of 

all learners 

• Time management • Hiring qualified 

personnel 

• Adequacy of fiscal 

resources 

• Student discipline  

 

Respondents also told us which of the tasks they spend the most time on each day. By in large, the 

areas schools leaders are spending the most time on are:  

 

• Observations/ 

evaluations 

• Instructional 

supervision 

• Data analysis 

• Guiding and 

motivating teachers 

• Student discipline  

 

Administrators around the state also say technology has changed their roles significantly.  

 

“The technology has changed the position through the years.  We are being bombarded 

from our Web pages, central office, directly from parents, directly from students, 

directly from state education department in any other source electronically. Sure we 

delegate it but it seems like we're becoming more and more of the focal point of that 

instant information.”    - Focus group participant 

 

One area identified in the NYSSAC survey as the area administrators spend the least amount of 

time on is ‘Community contacts’. In fact, 34.2% of respondents say they rarely or never have time 

to interact with community members or organizations during a typical week. 
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Job Satisfaction 
 

“If I had known how much fun it was, I would have jumped sooner, 

except that I had very young children.  It's an incredibly wonderful,  

rewarding career.  It's especially great because you can make  

everyone's life a joy.”             - Focus group participant 

 
Regardless of the challenges, the overall job satisfaction of respondents is positive: 

 

 
 
The survey asked participants to rate fourteen separate areas as to their level of satisfaction.  

 

The  three choices that respondents told us they were MOST satisfied with were: 

• Students (80.6% of participants) 

• Every Day is Different (47.7%)    

• Working with Teachers (47.3%) 

 

The  three choices respondents told us they were LEAST satisfied with were:  

• Paperwork (39%) 

• Working with the School Board (23.9%) 

• Financial Renumeration (15.1%) 
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When asked what the ‘attraction’ is to the position of building leader, focus group respondents 

made statements such as  “I think that I can make a difference” and  “Our most critical job is 

educating the children. So no matter how frustrating it becomes, I just want to keep going back 

and trying again”.  

 

Job security is on the minds of some. 

 

 -  
Further thoughts: 

“Leadership is about thinking that you can make a difference and you  

can lead people and have a new way to invent the wheel”  

 

“It’s an incredibly wonderful, rewarding career”  

 

 “It’s especially great because you can make everyone’s life a joy”  

 

“I am proud that I make a difference in the lives of children everyday”   

 

“A measure of our success is if we have changed one life and made a  

difference in the life of one child and/or family, then we have changed  

the world and made it better”.   

 

 “Each one of us is where we are today because an administrator made a difference”. 
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Motivation 

 

“I get up in the morning and I love my job. Love it. It’s a great career. Coming back to 

Yonkers, it’s definitely dedication.  It’s not for the love of the paycheck. I need the 

paycheck, but it really isn’t that and it has nothing to do with anything outside the 

building.  It is the children and my team.” 

     - Yonkers focus group comment 

 

“I think in order to survive in this field you have to have the enthusiasm 

for academic growth. You have to enjoy challenges. You're never going to 

be complacent whether it's the curriculum or just dealing with people.” 

     - Buffalo focus group comment 

 

When asked “Why did you become Supervisor or Administrator”, responses were varied. 87% said 

they did because they felt they "would make a difference for students". Only 23.6% cited wanting 

"a higher salary" & only 6.8% because "the position is prestigious". 

 

Also in spite of the increased demands placed upon building leaders, 68% of the survey 

respondents survey said they would chose their current career path again: 
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The Importance of Professional Development  
and Leadership Networks 

 
“...high quality professional development must be meaningful, intellectual, and social 

and should include emotional engagement with ideas, materials and colleagues.”  

    Moxley, et al, p.74 

 

In the 2005 study conducted by the Stanford Educational Leadership Institute, it was  stated that 

“Principals’ abilities are central to the task of building schools that promote powerful teaching 

and learning for all students,” and that “second only to the influences of classroom instruction, 

school leadership strongly affects student learning”  (Davis et al, p. 3)  

 

A document commissioned by the University of the State of New York in 2003 stated that  “… 

education reform has created an urgent need for a strong emphasis on development of 

instructional leadership skills to promote good teaching and high level learning” (New York State 

Board of Regents, etc al, p.2)  

 

The crucial question then is how do we “support the development of leaders who can promote 

powerful teaching and learning” (Davis, et al, p. 4) so that they can meet the new demands placed 

upon them? 

 

Several questions on the NYSSAC survey dealt with the quality and effectiveness of 

administrative/supervisory preparation initiatives.  When asked to individually rate the value of 

six  initiatives, from least to most valuable,  

 

• 72.2% felt that mentoring is a valuable support;  

 

• 64% felt that internships are a valuable component, and  

 

• 89.8% felt that previous experience is an important element.  

 

• 41% believed that university coursework was the most or second most valuable .  

 

These results were supported by previous research sponsored by the Wallace Foundation/Rand 

Corporation in which 70% of the respondents felt that mentoring was important to them during 

the first year as an administrator (Lankford, et, al, p. 23) That study also recommended the 

development of “in-service support strategies for the influx of less experienced administrators” 

(Ibid, p. 24).    
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This Wallace/Rand study stemmed from research conducted in 2000 by the Blue Ribbon Panel 

on School Leadership. The Panel, which at the time had been commissioned by the New York 

State Commissioner of Education to look at school leadership issues, made several 

recommendations to the State Education Department.  Among the recommendations was the 

need to provide quality preparation for school leaders. 

 

In another study sponsored by the Wallace Foundation in 2003, 67% of the respondents said that 

"typical leadership programs in graduate schools of education are out of touch with the realities of 

what it takes to run today's school districts." (Public Agenda: “Rolling Up Their Sleeves”, p. 39)  

In the words of one principal, "Graduate school-that's probably the worst way of learning what it 

is that you need to do in order to be a principal or assistant principal."   

 

In that same study, seventy-eight percent said that the requirements for certifying administrators 

should include more hands-on experiences.   

 

Among the recommendation made by the Stanford Education Leadership Institute is the call for 

“in-service programs to promote lifelong learning activities tailored to meet individual needs at 

various stages of a principal’s career (Davis, et al., p 7) 

 

Research done at the University of Albany on school leadership in New York State found that 70% 

of the respondents favored mentoring for a newly employed principal. And in results of a survey 

on school leadership conducted in 2003 by Public Agenda for the Wallace Foundation, 78 % 

favored focusing on practical hands-on experience.  

 

In a study partially sponsored by SAANYS entitled “2005 Profile of New York State 

Principalship”, results were similar.  Only 22% reported that their university coursework was of 

“great” value, although 55% indicated that their administrative internship experience was, and 

40% greatly valued participating in professional learning communities.   

 

Results of the survey at hand indicate that 98% of respondents attend workshops based on the 

topic to be discussed and 65% felt that the professional development they attend is of high 

quality.  However, approximately 65% said that location, and/or time and/ or cost are a deterrent 

from attending.  

 

“How many times have you heard people don't attend workshops and 

conferences because they can't get out of their building because their 

superintendent won't let them get out of their building?  Well, then you 

simply become a manager.  You're not really a leader.” 

     - Focus group participant 
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When asked which professional development is the best, comments included when it is:  

 

• Relevant to the 

particular school 

• Hands-on • Easy to implement 

quickly 

• Led by knowledgeable 

professionals 

• Topic specific  

 

 

 

When asked about whether or not they were properly prepared to handle certain aspects of their 

jobs, school leaders seem most comfortable with their training with regard to instruction. 86.2% 

felt they were prepared:  
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However, some NYSSAC respondents said they did not feel adequately prepared in certain areas 

like budgeting, education law, and special education compliance and monitoring issues.  

 
That result echoed sentiments gathered during the University of Albany survey, which revealed 

more than 60% of respondents felt they needed additional training in finance, facilities 

management, and supervision and program evaluation.  

 

The need for in-service support for new and prospective administrators was also a concern. 

Research by Public Agenda had similar results. 

 

Several studies caution that if professional development is to be successful we need to move away 

from “one-shot workshops” (Togneri, et al, p. 39).   “A one size fits all posture toward leadership 

training …serves neither principals nor schools well” (Portin. et al p. 3).   

 

Section 2 of the survey dealt with professional preparation and prior experience to school leaders' 

current roles. When asked about whether or not they were adequately prepared for various 

aspects of their jobs, the majority felt they were prepared for student management (91.4%), 

organizational leadership (87.9%), instructional management (86.2%) and personnel 

management (81.6%).  However, budgeting was a major issue; 55% responded that they were not 

adequately prepared in this area.  
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When survey respondents were given the option to tell us another area that they did not feel 

prepared for, several topics were brought up more than once:  

 

Building safety and security Time management 

Special education Student discipline 

Facilities management Crisis planning & management 

Data management Cultural and political issues 

Community/Public relations Local politics 

Emerging technologies  

Navigation of family court, juvenile justice 

system and social services 

 

 

Sometimes referred to as "cohort groups", professional learning communities have become very 

popular.  "Proponents… maintain that adult learning is best accomplished when it is part of a 

socially cohesive activity structure that emphasizes shared authority for learning opportunities, 

opportunities for collaboration, and teamwork in practice-oriented situations…."   

 

The benefits include "enhanced feelings of group affiliation and acceptance, social and emotional 

support, motivation, persistence, group learning, and mutual assistance… Learners build group 

and individual knowledge, think creatively and restructure problems from multiple 

perspectives….  There is even evidence that professional learning communities have an impact on 

"improved academic learning and program completion rates among administrative credential 

candidates." (Davis, et al, p.10).   

 

One respondent on the NYSSAC stated that professional learning communities are "a way to 

create collegiality, to create opportunities where people can exchange best practices'" 

 

In the “Manifesto” prepared by the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, it was stated that 

administrative preparation programs can take many forms but the ultimate goal is to assure “that 

all such training arrangements are relevant to the job ahead and are of high quality.” They go on 

to say that any training should be “grounded in the day-to-day reality of running schools” and that 

the best judge of what training is needed is “not a distant bureaucracy or university by the school 

system doing the recruiting and employing”. Fundamental to their contention is that even veteran 

administrators would benefit from specialized training “to prepare for the challenges of new 

schools or for changing circumstances within familiar schools” (Better Leaders for America’s 

Schools, p. 34-35). And United States. Department of Education guidelines state the “The 

professional development efforts should be deeply infused in the life of the school rather than 

applied as ‘quick fixes’” (Gorton, et al, p.176).  
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Thirty-three percent of survey participants believe that "Networking with Fellow Colleagues" is 

critical to their success. Networking is especially critical as a supplement to the support and 

services provided by the district (central) offices.  

 

 
Comments made by participants in the focus groups conducted by NYSSAC further emphasize the 

need for professional development which is appropriate to the specific needs of individual 

building administrators and their schools.  Comments included the following.  

 

"The district has made some good professional development decisions… but I don't think 

there is enough concentrated effort… to put it into practice at your home school… I think 

that's where we are missing the boat."   

 

"….some of the sessions were very informative because it actually honed in on what the 

district's policy was and how we were to conduct ourselves in the building."  

 

"The best thing I can recall was dealing with school law. We did it on case by case basis. 

We took cases that really existed in our buildings.” 

 

"Professional development should support our goals as a school, not necessarily the 

goals of some other entity…."  

 

“Professional development should focus on the needs of a particular school."  
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The Importance of Assistant Principals 
 

“I would say every school should have an assistant principal because a 

Principal cannot effectively manage alone. There are so many things 

going on.”     - Yonkers principal  

 

“How many times are you sitting there and you’re wishing you had 

someone to bounce something off of. I’m telling you that every school, no 

matter what size, should have an AP”   - A principal who doesn’t have an AP 

 

Several questions in the survey spoke directly to the position of assistant principal.   

 

• 25% of the principals who responded said that among the factors critical to their success 

and effectiveness as building leader is a "sufficient supervisory cabinet."   

 

• 53% said that school based administrators are the most or 

 second most helpful personnel to them.    

 

However, when assistant principals were asked about their aspirations to become principals, 60% 

were doubtful about seeking that career path.  
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Although 78.4% felt qualified and prepared to assume the role of building leader; 70% said their 

decision is based on the fact that the demands of the principalship are just too great. 

 

“… Yet when they see the hours that I'm putting in, there's no way the 

want to put in those kinds of hours, especially with young families. I 

think that's what turns people off and it becomes a quality of life issue.”   

    - Buffalo focus group comment 

 

In 2003, 38% of the respondent on the study conducted by Public Agenda said that principals 

leave their jobs because of the “unreasonable demands” placed upon them (Public Agenda: 

“Rolling Up Their Sleeves”, p.16).  The study’s authors said that school leaders are frustrated by 

the “hurdles thrown in their path”. (Ibid) In another study in 2003, it was found that only 68% of 

certified administrators actually apply for related positions (New York State Board of Regents, et 

al,  p. 10) .  

  

In 2007, Gorton, et al said that, “The need for an adequate supply of capable leaders willing to 

accept the challenges” of the principalship today “has never been greater” Gorton, et al, p. xii).  

Public Agenda said “Recruiting and retaining educational leaders will be a significant challenge as 

frustration with the role continues to mount” (Portin, et al,  p. 2).   

 

Interestingly, according to Smith et al, these data and comments are no different from those 

referred to in studies and among educational circles for decades. (Smith, et al, p. 1) 

 

These facts, together with data gathered from the NYSSAC survey indicating that 42% of the 

respondents have fewer than three years experience in their administrative role and more than 

70% have fewer than five years experience, “emphasize the need to focus on strategies that will 

attract and retain a strong, diverse pool of highly qualified candidates for the principalship” 

(wallacefoundation.org. p. 2)  

                                                           

Observations made by participants in the focus groups conducted by NYSSAC supported research 

findings and views expounded in the professional literature on the need for assistant principals in 

our schools.  Comments include the following: Assistant principals “give students someone to 

personally connect with in the building; they are part of making the biggest school a little bit 

smaller for the students”;  “Supervisory support provides you with a lifeline” and with “a network 

of colleagues who validate what you are doing”.  “They give you emotional support”.   

 

Without an assistant principal, “you are reactive instead of proactive”; “you are running solo and 

have to prioritize; something is left undone”.  Your “educational planning, creation of a mission, 

and creation of a value system are inhibited when you have no supervisory support in the 
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building”. “Knowing you don’t have anyone else to help you will limit the things you will even try”. 

“I wouldn’t have to feel like an octopus; on any given day I go from being a custodian to the 

principal”.  “Whether you are a high needs school or you are a successful school, you need to have 

supervisory support”.   

 

Other comments included: “We are the heartbeat of the school districts.  It is very lonely at the 

top. Supervisory support helps in terms of self-reflection”.  “The job is so enormous that 

supervisory support is critical”.  “An assistant principal would give you back the one thing you 

never have enough of-time”.  “You are pulled in so many directions. Adding some supervisory 

support to take some things off of the plate, gives you time to deal with that one struggling 

student or the parent who really needs you…. I think that is just critical”.  “I’d like to have another 

‘expert’ in the building”.  “We need to have colleagues with us that we can bounce ideas off of and 

to share the load”.  “If you have more people working with teachers you have better instruction”.  

“The primary role of every principal is to ensure that you pass along your knowledge to the 

assistant principals”. 
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Section V:   Conclusions & Recommendations 
 

Based upon result of the NYSSAC survey, other related research, and the professional literature, 

the following are recommendations that would help school districts meet the challenges of 

recruiting, training and retaining effective school leaders. 

 
 

Retaining Effective Leaders 

• Identify and explore ways to recognize the accomplishments of building leaders whose 

students excel academically and socially, and whose schools exemplify the goals of our 

education system. 

 

• Identify ways to reduce the amount of paperwork required of building leaders to allow 

them to focus on their primary task- improving student achievement. 

 

• Identify ways to provide financial resources to support the position of  assistant principal 

whose expertise is so critical to the building leader’s efforts to achieve the school’s 

mission, including the improvement of student achievement 

 

Training Effective School Leaders  

• Support the development of professional learning communities which provide the 

opportunity for building leaders to meet regularly with their colleagues.  Networking 

would allow participants to collaborate, to share best practices and to offer emotional and 

social support to one another. 

 

• Identify, through a needs assessment, topics of interest and concern to the building 

leader, which are school specific and support both his vision and the school’s mission.   

 

• Provide professional development opportunities that are useful resources to building 

leaders because they reflect school specific goals and leader-specific interests and needs. 

 

• Identify site-based and central office (district office) personnel who have expertise in 

specific areas, e.g. school law, curriculum, technology, budgeting, who would serve as 

professional development workshop presenters and facilitators.  

 

• Encourage central office (district office) administrators to provide easy access for 

building leaders to participate in professional development activities. 
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Recruitment of Quality School Leaders  

• Evaluate supervisory preparation initiatives (pre-service professional development, 

university programs, internships, etc.) with respect to the training and support they offer 

to prospective building leaders.  Modify, adapt and change the structure of these 

initiatives to better prepare these individuals for the challenges and demands they will 

face as building leaders. 

 

• Explore the demands and complexities of the position of building leader to determine 

how to best support and encourage prospective administrators to pursue this career path, 

and seasoned administrators to remain in their positions. 

 

• Provide mentoring opportunities for newly appointed building leaders. These mentors, 

who would be experienced school administrators, would offer not only their expertise to 

newcomers to the field, but their emotional and social support as well.  

 

• Provide in-service support for newly appointed building leaders to prevent these new 

leaders from becoming overwhelmed by the complexities of the position. 

 

• Provide pre-service support for certified building leaders to encourage them to apply for 

administrative positions. 

 

• Identify individuals who have strong leadership skills, to encourage them to pursue a 

career as building leader. 
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Appendix III: Selected Quotes  
From the Survey & Focus Groups 

 
 

How do you define quality school leadership? 

(Open-Ended Response) 

 

 

"Quality school leadership is the ability to work with and motivate an entire school community to 

help each and every child to succeed." 

 

"The quintessential school leader is just that - a LEADER - a person who speaks after he/she 

listens. A person who can be a velvet dictator - a leader who commands respect through actions 

which allow for ALL people in a school to respect the person, whether or not they like, dislike, 

agree or disagree with the person. The leader of a school is akin to the finest coaches - a people 

person who exudes compassion, confidence, humility, pragmatism, knowledge, unity, passion for 

the educational PROFESSION - and one who has the ability to unite all in the interest of 

providing for the future, which is our children." 

 

"A person that has confidence in their abilities… (And) the ability to recognize good teaching and 

the backbone to document and eliminate poor teachers." 

 

"Quality school leadership is complex balance that comes down to setting the best example; 

taking responsibility; knowing educational research, methods and materials; developing trust; 

and delegating responsibility.  Leadership is a quality one acquires through experience, desire, 

and hard work while maintaining respect for all individuals as human beings who have an 

important role in achieving the school's mission." 

 

“One who knows how to thank those who rise above the call of duty" 

 

"No matter what happens, always keeping in mind, "it's really all about the students". 

 

"Quality school leadership encompasses the ability to communicate effectively, to plan organize 

and motivate team members while maintaining a vision that will foster the achievement of agreed 

goals and objectives." 

 

"School leadership must begin with effective communication with and support for classroom 

teachers.  School leaders should have significant classroom experience." 
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"Where a vision is communicated that is realized by all school personnel. Where school tone and 

morale is evident upon entering the building. Where students want to succeed. 

An instructional leader who knows how to use data and strives to meet the needs of all learners, 

someone who builds relationships with all school constituencies to share in the vision and fulfill 

the school's mission." 

 

"A leader who is committed to his/her teachers, students, staff, and parents. At the end of any 

given day all parties must feel some sense of benefit from their relationship towards each other." 

 

"Empowering and motivating faculty and staff to be the best they can be and put students before 

all else." 

 

"Being able to identify five personal characteristics of great schools and then having the authority 

to implement them:  1) Discovery Based Student Learning  2) Planning Strategically with faculty 

and community input  3)Planning Need-based Professional Development Teams  4) Running 

Effective Team Based Community of Learners with administrators  5) Leading the school by 

curricular implementation examples" 

 

"Quality school leadership is reflected in the overall culture of the school. If the answer to the 

following questions are YES then quality leadership is in effect: Do the students feel safe, listened 

to and able to succeed academically? Does the staff feel a part of the decision making and mission 

of the school? Do parents trust the school professionals?" 

 

"Quality school leadership is defined by the success of the school, not just test scores but by what 

kind of teaching and learning goes on, how much access the students have to a high quality 

education." 

 

"Quality school leadership helps to create a safe learning environment, where all members 

including the students, staff, parents and community feel like welcome and valuable members of a 

collaborative effort to educate our youth to strive and reach for higher standards." 

 

"The ability to have people follow into the risky unknown with the knowledge that they are going 

to be a better school for it." 

 

"Quality school leadership is defined as a place where systems are in place and is effectively being 

used by the staff. Everyone is clear about it and carries it on with sense of ownership and 

professionalism. It is a place where everyone is challenged to be accountable for what they do. It 

is a place where everyone provides an honest feedback to improve for the best. It is a place where 

one can agree to disagree in order to find the best solutions to the problem. It is a place where 
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everyone feels valued and appreciated. It is a place where everyone is celebrated for the work well 

done. It is a place where there are professional developments that empowers everyone. It is a 

place where the leaders develop professional relationships that truly cares for everyone in his 

building. It is a leader that is knowledgeable, fair, disciplined, takes the time to talk to students 

and staff not only about work and state tests but what they value and concern about." 

  

I think leadership is a visible job. Students, staff and parents need to see a school leader walking 

through out the building. This is the most effective method. This is the best way to see what is 

actually happening in the building. Then you can work from there to develop strategies to handle 

any issues with the right stakeholders." 

 

"A good leader is a person who is trustworthy, respectful of all positions from small to large, asks 

questions, is constantly learning, is willing to admit when they're wrong and has a sense of 

humor.  They are the captain, the cheerleader, the coach, the custodian, the firefighter, the police 

officer and the nurse." 

 

"The ability to identify the weaknesses within your organization and provide the resources and 

motivation to correct and improve upon those areas." 

 

"Approachable, visible, honest, supportive, steady" 

 

"A quality school leader is friendly, firm, and fair, has integrity, can work as a team and leads by 

action not position" 

 

"Quality school leadership comes from having a clear vision of what your school should be and 

finding the right staff, best professional development and being able to put people in the positions 

in which they can best perform to help you achieve that vision." 

 

"Quality school leadership would be defined as a well rounded team of supervisors that have the 

school's vision in the best interest of the students, parents, and staff members.  The team of 

leaders needs to have classroom experience in order to fulfill the goals of improving classroom 

instruction with teachers and students.  Supervisors also need on-going professional 

development.  A lot of times teachers are sent to meetings and supervisors are often forgotten.  In 

the end, it is the supervisors that will move and drive instruction.  A combination of support, 

experience, and good communicational skills define quality leadership." 

 

"A leader who is an expert in both their domain (education) and leadership.  A leader who has 

spent quality time developing their own educational practice (through teaching) and has spent 
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time learning the qualities of leadership.  I don't think there can be a fast-paced program for 

quality leadership." 

 

"Quality school leadership is one that is focused on instruction. Leaders should be in the 

classroom everyday observing teachers, monitoring student progress, and analyzing data. The 

majority of the paperwork and emails that come across my desk can sometimes cause me to lose 

focus from the classroom." 

 

"Quality school leadership is a transformational leader, willing to share the vision/mission of the 

school and distribute various administrative tasks in order to accomplish tasks.  A school leader is 

able to seek additional resources to support students from different levels." 

 

"Quality School Leadership motivates all staff at all levels at all times to do their job effectively 

and to promote positive school culture - day by day - student by student - case by case.  Quality 

Leadership has a long view of where an institution is headed and that change that occurs over 

time with successful steps forward breeds sustained credibility in the vision of the institution." 

 

"A school that has a functioning cabinet where all leaders are empowered, where there is  

investment in student success (educating the whole child), where there is team effort, consistency 

and clear directions." 

 

"The need to be a lifelong learner.  To be able to inspire others to be the best they can be.  To be 

able to nurture, wipe a tear, build confidence, help to build self esteem.  To always have a clear 

vision and goals for every child and the school.  To develop within every child a zest and love for 

learning......" 

 

"Quality school leadership - a leader who is an experienced curriculum leader, who knows how to 

collaborate with different people on all levels (teachers, parents, community leaders, supervisors, 

etc.)" 

 

"Instructional leadership that begins in classroom instruction and includes authentic professional 

development for both teachers and supervisors." 

 

"Leadership that inspires those who are part of the community to work to potential while 

developing into productive citizens. One that can focus on instruction and the profession of 

education as opposed to business." 
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"Quality school leadership provides the students with the greatest opportunities to achieve high 

standards and requires teachers to provide evidence that these standards are being met.  In 

addition, quality school leadership addresses the learning types and needs of all students." 

 

"The ability to maintain a high quality of teaching and learning amidst the emergencies, 

regulations and myriad  day to day issues that threaten to stop what is good." 

 

"There is a clearly defined vision and mission for the school that is enhanced by the 

implementation of carefully selected curriculum.  The school environment is conducive to 

learning and safe for learners and all staff.  Opportunities for life-long learning are offered and 

valued by members of the entire faculty including administrators. Faculty, students and parents 

participate in the governance of the school." 

 

"The ability of a leader to motivate his/her staff to constantly work at improving their teaching 

skills so that they can achieve excellence in the delivery of instruction to all of their students." 

 

"Quality school leadership is the ability to develop a professional learning community where all 

stakeholders make a commitment to learning and leadership that lasts" 

 

"PERSISTENCE...DETERMINATION...PERSERVERENCE TO DO THE JOB" 
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What are the best professional development  

experiences you have had as a supervisor? 

(Open-Ended Response) 

 

 

"Professional development given by those who have WALKED in our shoes - NOT theorists who 

haven't been in a classroom in years." 

 

"Workshops that are designed to teach not preach and chastise." 

 

"Organized by previous administrators that had success" 

 

"Those specific to details relating to my position" 

 

"In-district professional development has been tailored to meet the needs of the individual and 

the district." 

 

"Experiences focused on building a learning organization and communication" 

 

"Meeting and sharing with colleagues that share like visions… and lately anything to do with data 

analyzing as long as it is focused and straight-forward" 

 

"Meetings where I got to share best practices from other principals" 

 

"The best professional development experiences have been internships - this allowed me to have a 

total daily experience that involved real life day to day happenings in a school environment. 

Working hand in hand with an experienced person provided on the job mentoring and coaching. 

There are no substitutes for this type of professional development." 

 

"Sessions that were interactive, where the participants were allowed to share their thoughts with 

the presenters or the panel." 

 

"Some of the best professional development I have received is professional development given by 

experts in their own field, are usually well-prepared, and open-minded.  Also, being wary of 

individuals who claim their methodology of teaching is the only method that is successful for 

learning.  I don't want to hear from these people, from reputable universities, telling me their way 

or the highway!!" 
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"The best professional development experiences relate to the ongoing series of professional 

development's for supervisors.  For example, a semester's work on strategies to use as a 

supervisor (curriculum development, writing letters to the file, observation techniques, the 

walkthrough, communicating with difficult staff, budget)" 

 

"Smaller groups where there are good presenters, valuable handouts and time for Q&A" 

 

"Visitation to other schools sites.  These visits provided opportunities to compare. Physical 

observations were practical while the lectures were theoretical." 

 

"Sustained professional development with follow up support" 

 

"Experience where the participants share best practices and network afterwards on specific 

issues." 

 

"Where tips and techniques that work for other supervisors are shared" 

 

"Those that are presented by individuals that have been in the trenches and truly understand the 

challenges that administrators face daily." 

 

"The best ones have been when my colleagues and I share best practices." 

 

"Hands on learning workshops where you have intervisitations with other schools that are similar 

to your school.  Topic driven workshops are always helpful because they stick to one topic and 

facilitators afford you different opportunities to tackle a problem or situation.  For example, how 

to write an observation, how to write letters for the file, how to assist a marginal teacher, how to 

help parents, etc..." 

 

"As a veteran administrator, I seek out workshops that update me on current topics or changes in 

the laws." 

 

"National conferences and local with very well researched speakers." 

 

"Meeting with colleagues in my district discussing pertinent issues together." 

 

"Professional development that addressed my needs as an administrator and was not really meant 

for teachers. Ones where my knowledge and experience were taken into account and things were 

not covered that should be common knowledge. Finally professional development that I could 
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take back and turn key and use in my particular school because it took in to account the make up 

of my school buildings and the programs being used." 

 

"The ones that I can turn key with ease.  Specific to the classroom standards and curriculum 

development. The ones with practice applications for classroom teachers.  The ones on time 

management for supervisors." 

 

"Just observing my principal daily!" 

 

"Those that focus on specific instructional and administrative needs and provide innovative 

strategies that can potentially be effective." 

 

"Where the facilitator actually comes to the school to demonstrate/model the information, as 

oppose to making a presentation." 

 

"Opportunities to Network with other Principals" 

 

"Time to meet administrators from other districts" 

 

"Small group and focused on timely and relevant issues that provide practical strategies." 

 

"Working with other principals in the area on timely topics" 

 

"Those that allowed for time to discuss things collegially; opportunities for interaction with others 

doing the same job.  Workshops that included visuals and practical applications." 

 

"Networking with other administrators over lunches and at Administrative forums are always the 

most helpful.  I am able to mine the most "gold" from those meeting." 

"Networking with in house and at conferences with other administrators to share ideas." 

 

"Anecdotal presentations where clear examples are given of how current educational 

theories/principle/practices are applied, so that I could come back to my organization and 

adapt/replicate the experience to meet my needs." 

 

"Professional Learning Communities.  It is becoming a culture in our district." 

 

"Those that have opportunity for sustained dialog" 
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"Workshops developed by district's central administration on various topics, such as:  district 

policies/procedures, legal updates, current trends in education." 

 

"Networking with other supervisors to find creative solutions to common problems." 

 

"On-going, opportunities to go back, put it in to practice, then have an opportunity to revisit, 

share experiences..." 

 

"Debriefing sessions after the seminar/workshop, follow-through and support 

Half day roundtables with other administrators in similar positions" 

 

"On site with a professional facilitator and my staff dealing with practical matters relevant to our 

school." 

 

"Working with colleagues on initiatives of our own choosing" 

 

"Those that enable me to interact with people from other districts experiencing the same concerns 

and issues as mine. Workshops that allow you to take away ideas and implement them 

immediately. Also those that enable rich discussion and feedback to questions." 

 

"Experiences that have provided practical ideas that can be implemented quickly." 

 

"Expert presenters - authors, hands-on, credible people in their field who understand the 

demands of a principal's job, time constraints, etc." 

 

"Collegial circles" 

 

"Mentoring from a retired superintendent that our district has contracted with" 

 

"Engaging, interactive sessions over an extended time period - conferences that bring together 

people from diverse learning environments." 

 

"Ones that are interactive and allow time for exchanges with colleagues; focused and research-

based prof dev." 

 

"Workshops with practical application & time to share strategies/initiatives with other 

professionals." 

 

"Getting together with other high school principals outside my district to share ideas." 
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"Those by hands on, engaging speakers who are well prepared and have a specific agenda that 

meets my needs" 

 

"Hands on experiences, such as working with data, have proven very valuable. Also, overviews of 

new initiatives have prepared me to introduce them effectively to staff and school community." 

 

"Problem solving/brainstorming with colleagues for practical issues; workshops with experts for 

theory and application" 

 

"Former supervisors allowing me to take on responsibilities over the years provided me with 

wonderful experiences to take on this role." 

 

"When I get information that I can use immediately." 

 

"Small group activity, networking opportunities, and sharing ideas" 

 

"The best professional development experiences that I've had were those that were well organized 

with low instructor-learner ratios; were interactive/engaging-with opportunities for discussion 

among participants; with role play or simulations, or that was conducted by a known authority on 

the topic"  

 

"The ones I pick myself are always better than ones I am forced to go to."   

 

"Networking with other assistant principals" 

"Professional development within my discipline.  I feel I am a Jack of all trades and a master of 

none." 

 

"Those sessions that afford us time to engage in conversations with one another and demonstrate 

actual techniques." 

 

"The best professional development experiences are interactive." 

 

"Professional development that was interactive and required the participant to practice what was 

learned with sufficient time to regroup and revisit." 

 

"Working with a mentor that kept things in perspective and confidential." 
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"Professional development that deals with procedures, regulations and policies are most effective 

because they are directly related to my work. Professional development that deals with theories 

and trends are least effective." 

 

"Nuts and Bolts" workshops that provide suggestions that can immediately be implemented for 

improvement." 

 

"Being mentored by a former principal" 

 

"Ongoing mentoring either on-the-job or via phone" 

 

"Having an experienced Principal as a mentor."  

 

"Having had mentors to share best practices with." 
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 Appendix IV: Biography 
 
 

ELLEN MARGOLIN, Ph.D. 

 

 

Dr. Ellen Margolin began her career in education four decades ago as a special education teacher 

at Elizabeth Blackwell Junior High School in Ozone Park, where she later went on to serve as 

assistant principal for seven years.  She then moved on to become principal at P.S. 88 in 

Ridgewood, a position she proudly held for thirteen years until her retirement in 2004.  Among 

her many accomplishments as building leader, Dr. Margolin can boast of having developed and 

implemented one of the first CTT (inclusion) programs for special needs students on the middle 

school level in 1989 and on the elementary school level in 1994.  She also developed and 

implemented a nationally recognized law-related education program for elementary and middle 

school students. 

 

Dr. Margolin has been an assistant professor for more than twenty five years at several 

universities in the New York Metropolitan area.  Currently, she is an Associate Professor at Touro 

College in their Graduate School of Education and Psychology where she is also a student teacher 

mentor. In addition, she is a member of the adjunct teaching faculty of the College of St. Rose in 

their Educational Administration Program where she also an administrative internship advisor, 

and is an Assistant Professor at St. John's University in their Graduate School of Education where 

she is also a mentor for  New York City Teaching Fellows.  

 

Dr. Margolin has an earned doctorate from New York University in Educational Administration. 

She is a member of the NCATE accreditation committee for the College of St. Rose, and is a 

member of the School Quality Review Initiative team for the New York State Department 

Education.  She is also a workshop presenter for the Center for Integrated Teacher Education 

(CITE); Nassau and Suffolk BOCES; and Bridges Data and Professional Development. 
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Appendix V: Overview of NYSSAC 
 
 
To lead is to go forth and show the way by example.  To be a leader, one must be able to guide 

others down the much traveled paths while, at the same time, apply experience, acquired skills 

and gained expertise to maneuver through tumultuous and vast uncharted waters.  In today’s 

education system, school leaders must combine the demand for innovation and inspiration in 

order to reach the diverse needs of every child.  In this era of increasing expectations and 

heightened challenges, school leadership doesn’t just make a difference in education, it makes all 

the difference. 

 

In the fall/winter of 2006, two premier organizations representing the essence of New York 

State’s school leaders came together to create the New York State School Administrators 

Consortium (NYSSAC).  Representing more than 20,000 active and retired school principals, 

assistant principals, supervisors and administrators from every reach of the state, NYSSAC is the 

collaboration between the New York State Federation of School Administrators (NYSFSA) and 

the School Administrators Association of New York State (SAANYS).   

 

The New York State Federation of School Administrators (NYSFSA) is an influential coalition of 

educational leaders from New York City, Yonkers and Buffalo working together to improve 

student achievement while focusing on work standards and conditions in New York’s large urban 

schools.  NYSFSA is affiliated with the American Federation of School Administrators (AFSA) 

and the AFL-CIO.   

 

The School Administrators Association of New York State (SAANYS) is a professional association 

of administrators and supervisors working in rural, suburban and urban public schools. As the 

state’s largest professional administrators’ association, SAANYS provides its members with 

complete state and federal legislative representation, professional development, legal support, 

and negotiations assistance.  SAANYS is chartered by the New York State Department of 

Education and is affiliated with the National Associations of Elementary and Secondary School 

Principals and the Education Conference Board (ECB). 

 

NYSSAC is determined to support New York State’s school leaders in order to raise test scores, 

advance higher standards, increase graduation rates, and ultimately improve student learning so 

that every child succeeds.   Its vision and mission is to advocate for policies, both legislative and 

regulatory, that impact all facets of the education system.  By working together and putting forth a 

unified voice, state leaders will have the benefit of hearing from key educational practitioners 

from literally every corner of the state.  Together, we will make the difference for the children of 

New York.  
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Appendix VI: The Center for  
Integrated Teacher Education (CITE) 

 
 

 

The Center for Integrated Teacher Education [CITE] has provided in-service training and 

professional development workshops to professional educators in the New York Metropolitan 

Area since 1983.   

 

Their mission is to provide educators and administrators with relevant and practical training 

designed to enhance the educational experience of students throughout New York .   

 

CITE has administratively supported off-campus coursework for various universities in the New 

York Metropolitan Area for over 20 years.   

 

Whatever your training or educational needs, CITE can help you find affordable, practical and 

convenient solutions.  You can contact CITE at 877-922-2483 or via email at cite@optonline.net.  
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Appendix VII: Methodology & Survey Highlights 
 
 
Phase one consisted of an online survey, conducted between October 18 and November 1, 2007. 

Twelve-thousand Principals, Assistant Principals and other school administrators were invited to 

participate; 2,282 did so.  

 

Phase two consisted of focus groups, made up of between six and twelve people, that were held in 

Buffalo, Albany, New York City and Long Island during November and December 2007.  

 

Phase three consisted of research and review of professional literature, conducted in December 

2007 and January 2008. 

 

 

 


